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Digital Manipulation
Social Media equips us with a wide range of
opportunities to become more informed and to
engage with others. However, it also creates spaces
of individuals who try to influence public opinion.
When entering the online world, it is crucial to be
aware that not everything that you see or read there
is true. In fact, much of the content that you see
online might be “digital manipulation”.
In the following, two such techniques will be
summarized: Social Bots and Clickbait.

1. Social Bots

@ö*#*2!!!

Scientists currently estimate, that around 30 per
cent of all internet users already have a point of
interaction with so called “Social Bots”. Social Bots
are simple programs that pretend to be real,
human users on social media like Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter.

Social Bots often create profiles which look like real
users (by using real names, photos and sometimes
even biographies) – but watch out: They are not
real human users!

The purpose of Social Bots is to scan the platform for certain keywords and follow
a certain purpose, e.g.: sharing content from other profiles, liking other posts and
comments and replying to posts in order to push one specific agenda.

There are three different kinds of Social Bots:
 Overloading
Bots:
flood
online
conversations.
 Trendsetter Bots: share one topic several
times so it starts to be trending.
 Trolls: Most dangerous type, these are
online bullies, who just want to distract you
and keep you busy discussing for hours.

Don´t let Social Bots fool you!
 Be aware, that all Social Bots are created to
influence public opinion by raising too much
awareness for one issue.

Be a Social Bot Detective!

Use your Checklist in order to check if a profile is
real or fake:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How trustworthy is the account?
What does the bio/ profile description reveal?
How often does the account post?
How fast does the account react to contextual
questions?
5. How does the account write?
6. Do Research!

2.Clickbait
You will NEVER
believe!

SHOCK YOU!

Gotta see this…
GIANT ants

Hmm… should I
click?!

…. The answer is of course “No, do not click on
those Clickbait headlines!”

You often see Clickbait in headlines on the
internet in headlines of articles or in Video
descriptions.
Typically, Clickbait relies on headlines that
feature certain words or phrases which try to
catch your interest or trigger emotions.

WOOOOOW!!!

Typical phrases and words for Clickbaits:











Wow!
Shock!
Unbelievable!
OMG!
Sensational!
You won’t believe this…
16 life hacks that…
How to get rich/famous/pretty…
Click here to…
I was super unsatisfied with my life, until I learned that trick/
read this article…
 But also, many exclamation marks (!!!!!) and the extensive use
of Emojis:

… are solid indicators that you might just be looking at Clickbait!

Most of the time, you are tricked into clicking a link or watching a
video because someone wants to make money with your surfing
behavior.
Video channels and websites earn money through advertisements.
The more people click on their content, the more money they make.

Be aware:
 Clickbait could harm your
computer by downloading
viruses.
 Clickbait could contain false
information.
 Clickbait can show content
that is inappropriate for kids.

